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High thermoelectric performance of rapidly
microwave-synthesized Sn1�dS†‡

Jesús Prado-Gonjal, *ab Javier Gainza, b Isabel Aguayo,a Óscar Juan Durá, c

Sara Rodrı́guez-Pérez,a Federico Serrano-Sánchez, b Norbert M. Nemes, d

Marı́a Teresa Fernández-Dı́az,e José Antonio Alonso b and Emilio Morána

Phase-pure polycrystalline Sn1�dS has been prepared using a one-step microwave-hydrothermal

procedure. Its structural characterization by neutron powder diffraction and transmission electron

microscopy shows an orthorhombic Pnma phase at room temperature with the presence of a significant

amount of Sn vacancies (Sn0.87S), randomly located in the crystal structure. This work proves that this

inexpensive 2D material, constituted by high abundance elements, is a promising candidate for

thermoelectric applications. This is confirmed by its relatively high carrier density and good mobility

(2.5 � 1018 cm�3 and 13 cm2 V�1 s�1 at room temperature, respectively) found in the microwave-

hydrothermal-synthesized sample, which favours high thermoelectric performance. In addition, a

remarkably high Seebeck coefficient (682 mV K�1) combined with low electrical resistivity (5.6 � 10�4 O m)

and thermal conductivity (0.57 W m�1 K�1) at 523 K produces a reasonably high figure of merit ZT of 0.76.

Introduction

The climate and environmental emergency have motivated
increasing research on alternative sources of energy. For this
reason, thermoelectric (TE) technology is an encouraging
option due to the capability of producing electricity from waste
heat.1 A TE device encloses several TE couples of n-type and
p-type semiconductors electrically wired in series and thermally
connected in parallel.2 When a temperature gradient is created,
an electrical potential is generated due to the Seebeck effect.3–5

The effectiveness of a TE device is directly related to the
electrical and thermal properties of the semiconducting mate-
rials of which it is composed. The materials’ performance is
typically determined by the dimensionless figure of merit (ZT)

equation (eqn (1)).6,7 High thermoelectric performance includes
the uncommon conjunction of a low electrical resistivity (r) and a
high Seebeck coefficient (S) together with a low thermal conduc-
tivity (k = kL + ke). The last includes the contributions of lattice
thermal conductivity (kL) and electronic thermal conductivity
(ke).8–10 All TE properties are strongly coupled to the crystal lattice,
to the electronic structure and to the carrier concentration of the
material as well.11

ZT ¼ S2

rk
T ¼ S2

r kL þ keð ÞT (1)

There is an intense search for new materials with an
improved thermoelectric efficiency. The representative examples
are Bi2Te3,12,13 PbTe,14,15 SiGe,16,17 GeTe,18,19 Zintl phases,20,21

metal silicides,22,23 skutterudites,24–26 half-Heusler alloys27–29 and
clathrates.30,31 It is essential to mention that, in 2014, an unpre-
cedented ZT value of 2.6 at 923 K along the b-crystallographic axis
was found for SnSe in the form of a single crystal.32 Above 750 K,
SnSe undergoes a second order displacive phase transition from
orthorhombic Pnma to a higher-symmetry orthorhombic Cmcm
structure. This outstanding result is mainly attributed to the
low lattice thermal conductivity found for the phase, which is
intimately associated with the strong vibrational anharmonicity of
the anisotropic 2D crystal structure.33–35

By means of first principles calculations, Aseginolaza et al.36

determined that the electronic properties of isostructural and
isoelectronic SnS and SnSe are analogous, while Hao et al.37

found the ZT values of hole doped SnS-based crystals to range
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from 1.3 at 300 K (Pnma phase) to 1.9 at 800 K (Cmcm phase).
Furthermore, recent studies have suggested that it is feasible to
control the thermoelectric properties of polycrystalline SnS by
tuning the charge carrier concentration (holes) with Sn vacancy
engineering.38 This indicates that there is enormous potential
to make significant advances in the preparation of environ-
mentally friendly SnS-based compounds, which are constituted
by low-cost and high abundance elements and can be consid-
ered as appealing TE materials for large-scale applications.38,39

Tin chalcogenides, and specifically SnS, are generally pro-
duced by a prolonged annealing process (days) of stoichio-
metric amounts of high-purity precursors in an evacuated
sealed tube.40 This effective method presents some disadvan-
tages, such as the need of operating at high temperatures to
accelerate the diffusion between precursors, a non-accurate
control of the stoichiometry when using volatile reagents
(as sulphur) and the need for intermediate grindings, besides
being a high energy and time consuming process. Accordingly,
there is a strong motivation to find alternative synthesis pathways,
where the energy requirements for the synthesis and the reaction
time are considerably minimized. Among these methods, ball-
milling, arc-melting and high-pressure synthesis have become
attractive alternatives for the preparation of thermoelectric
materials.41–46 In the present work, we would like to emphasize
that microwave-assisted synthesis is also a powerful method
to consider. This is a ‘‘Fast Chemistry’’ method that has not
been extensively studied for the preparation of thermoelectric
materials yet,47–49 but has emerged for the synthesis of a
plethora of other non-molecular materials (especially oxides)
with different structures, properties and applications.50–52 The
decrease in the reaction time and temperature has an effect on
the reduction of the particle size of the crystals, which can be
minimized efficiently to the nanoscale. This aspect is critical in
the study of the thermoelectric properties of nanomaterials as
the thermal behavior is intimately related to the influence of
the interfaces in nanostructured compounds by modifying
phonon diffusion paths.53–56 Furthermore, the necessary den-
sification process of the synthesized powder is enhanced with
the use of nanoparticles, due to the increased sintering activity
of high surface area powders, which then leads to improved
values of electrical resistivity.57

In this article, we report on the microwave-hydrothermal
synthesis and thermoelectric characterization of nanostructured
tin sulphide. This one-pot solution approach generates a high
concentration of Sn vacancies in the structure, yielding a composi-
tion of Sn0.87S, as determined by neutron powder diffraction.
A relatively high figure of merit ZT of 0.76 at 523 K is reached
for this polycrystalline sample. This is the result of the exception-
ally high Seebeck coefficient (682 mV K�1), low thermal conduc-
tivity (0.57 W m�1 K�1) and relatively low electrical resistivity (5.6�
10�4 O m) at 523 K. Furthermore, the reasonably high carrier
density (2.5 � 1018 cm�3 at room temperature) and good mobility
(13 cm2 V�1 s�1 at room temperature) found for the microwave-
synthesized sample and the influence of its Sn vacancies still open
the possibility to improve the thermoelectric performance through
chemical doping or band-gap engineering.

Experimental
Synthesis and sintering processes

A commercial microwave-hydrothermal system (Milestone
Ethos One) was used to conduct the synthesis. SnCl2 powder
(Alfa Aesar, 99%) and S precipitate (Scharlau, 99.5%) were used
as the Sn and S sources, respectively. The SnS powder was
obtained using the following process (Fig. 1): (1) 8 mmol of
SnCl2 was added to 40 mL of a 1.2 M NaOH solution. (2) 4 mmol
of S was dissolved in 20 mL of ethylene glycol (EG) (Sigma-
Aldrich, anhydrous, 99.8%) and stirred for 30 minutes. Then,
5 mL of hydrazine monohydrate 64–65% (Sigma-Aldrich, 98%)
was added dropwise to the solution. Hydrazine acts as a mild
alkaline and reducing agent, thus preventing the formation of
secondary phases, such as SnO or SnO2. (3) Both solutions
(step 1 and step 2) were mixed by adding the Sn-source solution
slowly into the S-source solution and stirring for 10 minutes.
(4) The final solution was then placed into a double-walled vessel
consisting of an inner polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE) container
and an outer case made of another polymer. Both polymers of the
vessel are transparent to microwave irradiation. The system also
includes a temperature sensor and pressure control in the vessel.
A heating slope of 36 1C min�1 and a thermal treatment at 180 1C
for 2 hours were programmed in the microwave system. The
pressure and power were limited to 20 bar and 500 W, respectively,
although the maximum pressure achieved during the experiment
is the autogenous pressure of E13 bar. Stirring was preserved in
the course of the experiment to avoid possible ‘‘hot-spots’’ that
could damage the vessel. (5) Finally, the obtained crystallized
product (black powder) was centrifuged, rinsed with distilled water
5 times (5000 rpm, 5 min) and dried in a vacuum line (10�3 mbar)
at 40 1C for 5 hours to avoid surface oxidation.

The sintering of the material was performed using a DR.
SINTER LAB Jr. sps-212Lx spark plasma sintering (SPS) instrument
at 450 1C and 50 MPa for 5 min within an 8 mm diameter graphite
die. In this process, the Joule heating effect is concentrated in the
interfaces of the grains, resulting in the sintering of the surfaces of
the particles, while the bulk is exposed to minimal thermal
effects.58 For this reason, the microstructure of the sample is
maintained, thus avoiding a relevant increase in the particle size,
although high-density pellets are achieved.

Characterization

Phase characterization was carried out by X-ray powder diffraction
(XRPD) on an X’Pert PRO Alpha-1 Panalytical B.V. diffractometer

Fig. 1 Diagram showing the synthesis procedure of the Sn1�dS powder
using the microwave-assisted method.
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with Cu Ka1 monochromatic radiation (l = 1.54056 Å) at room
temperature and at 650 1C in a 0.5 mm diameter quartz capillary.
The capillary was previously charged with the microwave-
synthesized tin sulphide powder in a glove box to avoid any
possible oxidation during heating. Neutron powder diffraction
(NPD) data were also collected at room temperature in the D2B
beamline at the Institut Laue Langevin (ILL), Grenoble, using a
radiation of 1.549 Å. This technique facilitates the decoupling of
the thermal parameters and the occupancy, as there is a note-
worthy difference in the neutron scattering lengths of the compo-
nents of the sample [Sn (6.225 fm), S (2.847 fm)].59 Furthermore,
neutron diffraction minimizes the preferred orientation effect,
which sometimes is remarkable in a 2D material due to the
packing of the ground powder in a cylindrical vanadium can.
The NPD data were collected in the high-intensity mode for 1 g of
the sample.

The FullProf program60 was used to analyze the XRPD and
NPD data by Rietveld refinement. A pseudo-Voigt function
(a convolution of Gaussian and Lorentzian functions) was used
to describe the profile of the diffraction peaks. A complete analysis
was carried out by refining the scale factor, background
coefficients, zero-point error, asymmetry, lattice parameters,
atomic positions, occupancy (occ) and isotropic thermal para-
meters (Biso) for Sn and S.

The differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) analysis was
performed in a TA Instruments Q600 with a 20 mg sample
from room temperature to 800 1C under Argon flow at a heating
rate of 5 1C min�1.

High resolution transmission electron microscopy (HRTEM)
was carried out on a JEOL 3000F microscope (resolution 1.7 Å).
For the microscopy study, the sample was ground in n-butyl
alcohol and ultrasonically dispersed. A drop of the suspension
was placed on a carbon-coated copper grid. The DigitalMicrograph
package was utilized to obtain the Fast Fourier transforms (FFTs) of
the HRTEM images.

Scanning electron microscope (SEM) images were acquired
on a JEOL 6400 JSM after coating of the sample with gold. This
microscope is equipped with an EDAX Inc. energy-dispersive
X-ray detector for microanalysis.

A commercial MMR Technologies system was used to deter-
mine the Seebeck coefficient. Measurements were performed
under vacuum (10�3 mbar) from room temperature to 800 K.
A constantan wire was used as the reference for comparison with
a bar-shaped sample of the material sintered by SPS, which was
previously cut with a diamond saw perpendicular to the pressing
direction. Electrical resistivity was measured in the same tem-
perature range by using the van der Pauw measurement method.

Hall carrier concentration was measured by using the ac
transport option of the Physical Properties Measurement
System (PPMS) by Quantum Design. The measurement was
carried out at a pressure of 10�5 Torr in the temperature range of
240–390 K. The Hall carrier concentrations of the charge carriers
(nH) were calculated using the Hall coefficient (RH) through the
relation nH = 1/RH�e, where e is the elementary charge.

Total thermal conductivity was determined from the thermal
diffusivity (a) by using Linseis LFA equipment: k = aCpd, where

Cp is the specific heat and d is the sample density. The specific
heat of the sample was calculated by using the Dulong–Petit
approach. A thin graphite coating was applied to the surface of
the pellet to maximize heat absorption and emissivity.

Results and discussion
Structural and microstructural characterization

Fig. 2 shows the Rietveld refinement of the neutron powder
diffraction (NPD) data and the crystal structure representation
at room temperature. The structure was refined in the ortho-
rhombic Pnma space group (No. 62) with unit-cell parameters
a = 11.1966(2) Å, b = 3.9847(6) Å and c = 4.3272(6) Å, and
V = 193.06(1) Å3. These values are in good agreement with those
reported in the Inorganic Crystal Structure Database for
stoichiometric SnS (a = 11.200 Å, b = 3.987 Å and c = 4.334 Å,
and V = 193.53 Å3).61 Both Sn and S atoms are located at the 4c
Wyckoff position. The occupancy factor of Sn (with S fixed to
unity) is 0.87(1), indicating a notable presence of Sn vacancies,
randomly distributed in the structure. This non-stoichiometric
compound is the result of the synthesis under the conditions
described in the experimental section. There is just a slight
contraction in the unit-cell volume deriving from the presence
of Sn vacancies, since this effect is probably offset by the
repulsion of the anion sublattice in the resulting voids.
Previous results in the literature suggest that these vacancies
have a strong influence on the transport properties of the
material; the composition is optimized for thermoelectric
applications when the Sn content is between 0.8 and 0.9.38

The atomic positions, isotropic thermal parameters, occupancy,
characteristic bond angles and distances, at room temperature,
determined from the Rietveld refinement, are presented in
Table 1. The structure consists of puckered layers of SnS3

Fig. 2 Rietveld refinement from the powder neutron diffraction data of
microwave-synthesized Sn1�dS: observed (red crosses), calculated (black
line) and difference (blue line) profiles. The allowed Bragg positions are
shown as green vertical marks. The crystalline structure obtained from the
refined data is shown in the upper part of the figure (Sn atoms are
represented in purple and S atoms in yellow).
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pyramids (Sn–S: 2.65–2.69 Å) sharing vertices, with an impor-
tant interlayer space (Sn–S: 3.34 Å) that confers 2D-like proper-
ties to this material, accounting for the easiness for exfoliation.

The structure determined through the NPD experiment was
supported by the HRTEM results. As an example, Fig. 3 shows
the HRTEM micrograph taken along the [100] and [001] zone
axes. The image shows a well-ordered crystal structure. This is
indicated by the absence of extra reflections or streaking in
the FFTs displayed in the insets of Fig. 3. The black dots
indicate the projections of the atomic columns. In the HRTEM
image, it is possible to measure directly the a, b and c
cell parameters, which correspond to 11.2, 3.9 and 4.3 Å,
respectively. These values are consistent with those measured
by NPD.

The DSC analysis for the sample upon heating and cooling is
presented in Fig. 4. An endothermic peak with a minimum at
618 1C appears during heating, while in the cooling run there
is an exothermic signal with noticeable hysteresis and a
maximum at 584 1C. Similar to the result for analogous SnSe,
the difference in the heat flow can be attributed to the reversible
Pnma–Cmcm transition.62

In order to confirm this transition, we have performed
temperature-dependent laboratory XRPD in a 0.5 mm diameter
quartz capillary. Fig. 5 displays the X-ray diffractogram of the
sample at room temperature and above the transition tempera-
ture determined by the DSC analysis. The unit-cell parameters

for the Cmcm phase at 650 1C were found to be a = 4.117(1) Å,
b = 11.392(3) Å and c = 4.127(2) Å.

Fig. 6a shows the SEM image of the Sn1�dS powder. A plate-like
microstructure is perceptible in the micrograph. The crystals
possess a thickness from 100 nm to 500 nm and a length of about
3–4.5 mm. The microstructure is preserved after the SPS sintering
of the powder (Fig. 6b), containing the randomly oriented platelets.
However, as it can be observed in the micrograph for the cross-
section of the pellet, there is a high degree of compaction, which
facilitates the appropriate measurement of the thermoelectric
properties. The density of the pellet was geometrically estimated
to be in the range of E94 � 5% of the theoretical density
(5.3 g cc�1). The semi-quantitative EDAX analysis of 20 different
points in the powder sample and in the SPS processed pellet
indicates a similar atomic percentage, within the error of this
method, which is 45% for Sn and 55% for S in the powder, and
46% for Sn and 54% for S in the sintered material.

Thermoelectric properties

Fig. 7 shows the electrical properties of the Sn1�dS sample
obtained by microwave-hydrothermal synthesis. The positive

Table 1 Structural parameters obtained from the Rietveld refinement of
Sn1�dS at room temperature in the Pnma space group: a = 11.1966(2) Å, b =
3.9847(6) Å, c = 4.3272(6) Å and V = 193.06(1) Å3; discrepancy factors: Rp =
2.22, Rwp = 2.86, Rexp = 2.57, Rf = 3.25, R-Bragg = 5.9, w2 = 1.23; and
characteristic bond distances and angles

x y z Biso (Å2) Occ

Sn 0.1174(2) 0.25 0.1194(6) 0.27(4) 0.87(1)
S 0.1482(5) 0.75 0.5295(9) 0.74(4) 1

Characteristic bond distances (Å) and angles (1) from NPD data
Sn–S 2.652(6) 2.690 (3) � 2
Sn–S (interlayer) 3.340(4)

S–Sn–S 95.58(3) 89.38 (3) � 2
Sn–S–Sn 95.58(3) 102.58 (3) � 2

Fig. 3 Experimental HRTEM micrographs along the [100] and [001] zone
axes. FFT images are shown in the insets.

Fig. 4 DSC analysis in argon for microwave-hydrothermal-synthesized
Sn1�dS in two consecutive heating and cooling cycles.

Fig. 5 X-ray powder diffraction pattern of Sn1�dS at room temperature
and at 650 1C, showing the structural transition from the Pnma (room
temperature) to the Cmcm space group at high temperatures. A magni-
fication of the area enclosed by the dashed line is shown in the left part of
the figure, including the Miller indices for the reflections.
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value of the Seebeck coefficient (Fig. 7a) reveals dominant hole
conduction (p-type semiconductor) throughout the studied
temperature range. The Seebeck coefficient value increases
from 591 mV K�1 at room temperature to 710 mV K�1 at
423 K. It then slightly drops at higher temperatures. This small
reduction of the Seebeck coefficient at high temperatures was
previously described as an effect of the thermal excitation of
minority carriers, i.e. bipolar effect.63 It has been shown in
other chalcogenides that energy filtering by potential barriers
may occur in nanocomposites.64 This effect increases the
Seebeck coefficient by removing the contribution of low energy
electrons and is usually more intense at fairly low temperatures.
Therefore, energy filtering in grain boundaries can explain the
higher maximum thermopower at lower temperatures than those
reported previously.

Considering the maximum value of the Seebeck coefficient
found for Sn1�dS synthesized by microwave irradiation, it is
possible to estimate the energy band gap (Eg) of the material,
using the Goldsmid–Sharp equation (eqn (2)).

Eg = |Smax|2eTmax (2)

In this equation, e corresponds to the elementary charge and
Tmax is the temperature at which the maximum of the Seebeck
coefficient (Smax) occurs. The approximation of the energy band
gap (Eg) for this sample gives a value of 0.63 eV. The error in the
calculation when using this approach is up to 20% of the
determined value.65 However, it is understandable that this
value is much lower than the one calculated for the stoichio-
metric SnS compound in the Pnma space group (E0.95 eV).66

This is a clear indication of the effect of Sn vacancies on the
electronic properties of the microwave-synthesized sample.67

The temperature dependence of the electrical resistivity is
shown in Fig. 7b. First, the electrical resistivity of the sample
decreases from 1.9 � 10�3 O m at room temperature to 5.6 �
10�4 O m at 529 K. Then, there is a smooth increment in the
electrical resistivity to 780 K, and finally it is slightly reversed at
higher temperatures. This behavior found for this sample is
similar to that described for SnSe, where a phonon scattering
mechanism dominates the transport properties at high tem-
peratures but grain boundary potential barrier scattering limits
the carrier mobility at low temperatures.68,69

The power factor (PF = S2/r) of Sn1�dS (Fig. 7c) was deter-
mined from the measured Seebeck coefficient and electrical
resistivity. The large Seebeck coefficient helps improve the
power factor, reaching the value of 0.83 mW m�1 K�2 at 519 K.

The temperature dependence of the Hall carrier concentration
is shown in Fig. 8a. At room temperature, microwave-synthesized
Sn1�dS shows a carrier density around 2.5� 1018 cm�3. This value
is considerably higher than the values reported for pristine SnS
prepared by ball-milling, with values around 8 � 1016 cm�3

(Z. Wang et al.)70 or 1 � 1015 cm�3 (Q. Tan et al.).71 In fact, due
to the Sn vacancies, our sample shows a carrier density analogous
to that of Ag-doped compounds.71,72 In addition, by considering
the large effect of the Sn vacancies over the Seebeck coefficient,
discussed above, this nH value could be more easily tuned through
adequate doping in order to obtain an optimum thermoelectric
performance.

The temperature dependence of mobility for Sn1�dS is
shown in Fig. 8b, which is 13 cm2 V�1 s�1 at room temperature.

Fig. 6 SEM micrograph of Sn1�dS: (a) powder synthesized by the
microwave-hydrothermal method and (b) the cross-section of the SPS
sintered pellet.

Fig. 7 Temperature dependence of the (a) Seebeck coefficient, (b) elec-
trical resistivity and (c) power factor of Sn1�dS synthesized using the
microwave-hydrothermal method.
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This mobility is more than twice that reported for pristine SnS,
with values around 6 cm2 V�1 s�1, and shows an even greater
difference if we compare it with the mobility reported for
Ag-doped SnS, which varies between 5 and 2 cm2 V�1 s�1

depending on the amount of tin vacancies.71,72 The mobility
increases with temperature, reaching 45 cm2 V�1 s�1 at 523 K,
and then decreases down to B24 cm2 V�1 s�1 at 800 K. This
change in the slope is associated with a variation in the
scattering mechanism and it has been already reported for
other doped tin sulphides.69,72 A useful strategy to understand
the scattering mechanism that is applied here is to analyze the
scattering factor p via mH B Tp. Above 550 K, the Hall mobility
shows an approximate mH B T�1.5 temperature dependence.
This corresponds to charge carrier scattering dominated by
acoustic phonons and it has been observed already in SnS with
Na-doping.69

Fig. 9 shows the Pisarenko plot calculation applying the
single parabolic band (SPB) model and assuming carrier scat-
tering dominated by acoustic phonons (ESI,‡ eqn (S2)).73,74

Although SnS crystals show a complex three-valence-band
transport feature,39 this model has already been successfully
applied to polycrystalline SnS samples.69,72 The model, as
applied here, includes the influence of band degeneracy within

the effective mass (meff), i.e. the apparent mass of the charge
carriers in the material compared to that in a vacuum. If the
band degeneracy were known, some intuition about the actual
band mass could be gained. This meff is usually presented as a

Fig. 8 (a) Temperature dependence of the Hall carrier concentration (nH).
(b) Temperature dependence of the Hall carrier mobility (mH) of Sn1�dS. The
Hall carrier density of B2.5 � 1018 cm�3 measured at room temperature is
assumed to be unchanged up to 823 K. The solid lines are a guide to the
eye. The dotted line corresponds to the m B T�1.5 temperature
dependence.

Fig. 9 Pisarenko lines for different effective masses at room temperature
showing the single parabolic band model prediction for the Seebeck
coefficient versus carrier concentration (nH) in comparison with our
measurement and literature data.

Fig. 10 Temperature dependence of the (a) total thermal conductivity
and (b) lattice thermal conductivity of microwave-synthesized Sn1�dS. The
black solid line represents the data calculated using the Callaway model,76

while the dotted line shows the BT�1 fit.
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quantity proportional to the electron mass, me. Moreover,
this meff is related to the density of states band mass mDOS

via (meff)3/2 = Nv(mDOS)3/2, where Nv is the number of equivalent
valleys in the electronic band structure. Shown by other
chalcogenides, the outlier value reported here can be explained
as a consequence of the low energy electron filtering.64

Although our measured carrier density is lower than that reported
for the single crystal compound, it is higher, as mentioned earlier,
than the reported values for pristine polycrystalline SnS71 and
similar to other ones found in the literature for doped polycrystal-
line SnS.69,71

Clearly the SPB model is inadequate to describe the electro-
nic properties of microwave synthesized SnS, since the Seebeck
coefficient is almost 50% higher for the same charge carrier
density than the projection, even with an unrealistically large
assumed effective mass. We may recall from the above the
estimated band-gap of 0.63 eV, which is considerably below the
accepted 0.95 eV for SnS66 due to the significant Sn deficiency.
The Sn deficiency can induce a so-called broad defect-band
above the valence band, at least for the sister compound SnSe,
according to ab initio calculations.67 This would explain the
reduced band-gap, the higher values of nH and meff and the
enlarged Seebeck coefficient.

The total thermal conductivity (Fig. 10a), dominated by the
lattice thermal conductivity, can be analyzed in terms of the
Callaway model (Fig. 10b, with details in the ESI‡). At room
temperature, we found a value of 1.0 W m�1 K�1. The fit using
the Callaway model agrees well with the measured data, and the
fitted parameters suggest predominant phonon scattering due
to Umklapp processes in this material at high temperatures,
which is also corroborated by the observed BT�1 decrease.75

The slight jump observed at B550 K occurs at the same tem-
perature where the maximum mobility is reached, so it is also
probably related to a change in the scattering mechanism.69

The temperature dependence of the figure of merit ZT of the
sample is shown in Fig. 11. The reasonably high power factor,
combined with the intrinsically low thermal conductivity,
produces a ZT value of 0.76 at 523 K. This value is similar to
that reported by Yang et al.38 for the Sn0.8S and Sn0.85S samples
(ZT E 0.8) and higher than the values reported by Zhou et al.
(ZT E 0.65),69 Asfandiyar et al. (ZT E 0.21),72 W.-D. Liu et al.
(ZT E 0.2)77 and Y. M. Han et al. (ZT E 0.18)78 for SnS
polycrystalline samples. However, there is still room for
improvement in the thermoelectric performance of this system.
This is evidenced by the recent work on the synthesis by
ball-milling of Sn0.99Ag0.005S.72 The enhancement of the charge
carrier concentration by Ag-doping and the vacancy engineering
produces a maximum value of ZT E 1.1 at 877 K. Even more
impressive is the result found by He et al.39 for the SnS0.91Se0.09

crystals. A ZTaverage value of 1.25 was measured in the temperature
range from 300 K to 873 K.

In summary, Table 2 shows the thermoelectric properties of
some representative SnS-based compounds from the literature.
The indicated values are an approximation, extracted from the
graphs of some selected publications (references included in
the last column of the table), which provide a comparison with the
microwave-synthesized Sn1�dS sample. The Seebeck coefficient,
electrical resistivity and thermal conductivity values are given
for the ZTmax temperature, while the carrier concentration and
mobility values are indicated at 300 K.

Conclusions

High thermoelectric performance was found for microwave-
hydrothermal-synthesized polycrystalline tin sulphide. Structural
characterization through neutron powder diffraction reveals a

Fig. 11 Temperature dependence of the figure of merit (ZT) for Sn1�dS
synthesized using the microwave-hydrothermal method.

Table 2 Summary of the thermoelectric properties of some SnS-based materials found in the literature

Composition ZTmax

At ZTmax temperature At 300 K

Ref.S (mV K�1) r (O m) k (W m�1 K�1) nH (cm�3) mH (cm2 V�1 s�1)

Sn0.87S (this work) 0.76 682 5.6 � 10�4 0.57 2.5 � 1018 13.0 —
SnS 0.25 425 7.1 � 10�4 0.70 8.0 � 1016 0.3 70
SnS 0.18 680 5.1 � 10�2 0.45 2.0 � 1017 3.0 78
SnS 0.21 480 1.1 � 10�3 0.58 — — 72
SnS 0.50 425 5.8 � 10�4 0.55 2.0 � 1018 2.5 38
Sn0.8S 0.80 360 2.7 � 10�4 0.53 8.0 � 1018 2.5 38
Sn0.97Na0.03S 0.60 380 3.7 � 10�4 0.60 3.1 � 1018 17.7 70
Sn0.99Ag0.005S 1.1 375 3.3 � 10�4 0.34 3.1 � 1018 5.3 72
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significant amount of Sn vacancies in the structure, yielding
a composition of Sn0.87S. These cation vacancies benefit the
enhancement of the high carrier density and mobility, thus
improving the power factor and decreasing the thermal conduc-
tivity. As a result, a figure of merit of 0.76 at 523 K is reached for
the studied composition.

Higher thermoelectric performance can be achieved by
optimizing the charge carrier concentration, tuning the band
structure of the material by suitable chemical doping and
controlling the content of vacancies in the structure.
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